TVD-StandbyTM
Disaster recovery solution for Oracle Standard Edition.

THE SOLUTION AT A GLANCE
IT failures and data loss are a nightmare for businesses and cause massive costs, which in extreme cases will
threaten the very existence of your enterprise. These risks have to be minimized. Adequate availability of the data
and a good service for the end customer are the decisive factors in achieving this.
And that is what Trivadis can offer you! You have already lowered your Oracle license costs by more than 50
percent with the Standard Edition, but even so you don't want to forgo comprehensive protection against failure
and data loss? Our solution TVD-StandbyTM is the answer! Thanks to TVD-StandbyTM, your Standard Edition
databases will be safe from major threats without you having to upgrade to the expensive Enterprise Edition with
the Data Guard option.
TVD-StandbyTM is not a proprietary implementation, but utilizes the integral basic features of Oracle and links them
to a user-friendly overall solution via the command line or a graphical interface. With the mouse, you open one of
your Standby databases for reporting purposes, for instance, while a second Standby database is automatically
synchronized in the background with the changes made to the active database. The web-based interface allows for
centralized administration of multiple Standby environments.

TVD-StandbyTM architecture
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WHAT WE OFFER
Our consultants install and configure TVD-StandbyTM on your system and conduct the initial failover tests (charges
depending on the time and effort involved).
One license is required per server pair with a primary and Standby database. The number of databases on the
server pair is irrelevant.
YOUR BENEFITS
 Risk minimization due to data and service high availability
 Massive cost savings with Oracle Standard Edition
 High security of investment thanks to the utilization of standard Oracle functions
 Seamless support on any platform for Oracle functions such as RAC and ASM
 Lean solution with a user-friendly web interface
 Monitoring and alerts in error situations
 Cloud compatibility
PARTNERS

WHY CHOOSE TRIVADIS?
Trivadis is a leading independent IT services company in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Denmark. We offer
our customers technologically outstanding solutions with which they can operate their IT infrastructure more
effectively and efficiently.

FURTHER INFORMATION:
http://www.trivadis.com/de/infrastructure-toolbox
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